
AUBURN TRANSIENT CAMPER ATV WAIVER 
The ATV owner is responsible at all times for the supervision of their ATV.


1. The guest must indicate to park staff upon registration if they have brought in an ATV.

2. The use of ATVs is restricted to those 16 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER.

3. ALL riders MUST be seated. No more passengers than there are seats on the ATV.

4. ATVs are required to follow all posted speed limits and drivers are expected to drive in a 

responsible manner, and park only on their campsite.

5. Impaired driving on an ATV carries the same consequences as it does with a licensed 

vehicle on highways.

6. ATVs are ONLY to be driven to and from trails and NEVER around the park. Absolutely no 

cutting through or entering other sites on park.

7. ATVs are only to be operated between 9am and DUSK. 

8. Reckless use of ATV is prohibited both inside and outside of the park. If reckless use is 

observed or reported, management will follow up with the ATV owner, which may result in 
ATV not being allowed on campground property or management may ask you to leave the 
park. No refunds will be given if you are asked to leave the park due to misuse of your ATV.


9. Helmets MUST be used at all times while operating your ATV.

10. The guest must provide proof of insurance on ATV at the time of check-in to be allowed use 

while staying at the campground.


By signing this waiver, I hereby certify that I have insurance on my ATV and will not hold 
Experience Camping Ltd, liable for any accidents or incidents that may occur during my stay. I 
have read and understand the rules of ATV use while at Auburn Riverside Retreat as written 
above and acknowledge that breaching any of the above rules and regulations could result in 
being asked to leave the park without any refund or compensation. 


Dated at ________________________, this ________ day of ___________________ 20____


Guest Written Name ___________________________________________________________


Guest Signature       ___________________________________________________________


Park Management Signature  ___________________________________________________


